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Introducting the industry's
fastest refrigerator ice
maker.*

apply.

Enjoy freshly filtered ice, replenished
fast. With a refrigerator that makes
up to 40 glasses of ice per day**, say
farewell to frequent ice runs to the
store.

QuickIce Pro System™
The innovative QuickIce Pro System™ combines three technologies to produce fast freshly filtered ice in your refrigerator.

1 Industry's fastest refrigerator ice maker*
The QuickIce Pro System™ offers freshly filtered ice, replenished fast. With a
refrigerator that makes up to 12 lbs. of ice per day, for up to 40 glasses,** say
farewell to frequent ice runs to the store.

2 Fresh filtered ice and water with UltraClarityPro®
The UltraClarityPro® water filter reduces >99.9% of impurities that may
be found in your water and ice, including harsh elements like chlorine
and chloramine.

3 Hands-free with bottle fill
Fill your favorite glass or bottle hands-free using Bosch's advanced bottle fill
technology. Fill your favorite container once, press bottle fill to save the
quantity, and enjoy a hands-free fill each time thereafter.

*Based on single ice maker production rates during a 24-hour period, measured per IEC standard and manufacturer user’s manuals, for brands identified in US and Canada TraQline as freestanding French door
bottom mount refrigerators.
**Based on single ice maker production rates during a 24 hour period, measured per IEC standards, when the ice bin was removed. Results may vary depending on operating conditions. Based on filling 8 oz. glasses.

French Door Freestanding Refrigerators
Featuring the QuickIce Pro System™ - 500 Series
NEW

B36CD50SNS
Stainless Steel
Counter-Depth

B36FD50SNS
Stainless Steel
Standard-Depth

NEW

B36CD50SNB
Black Stainless Steel
Counter-Depth

B36FD50SNB
Black Stainless Steel
Standard-Depth

Choose from standard or counter-depth

Interior design details

Our sleek, freestanding refrigerators are now available
in both standard- and counter-depth. Counter-depth
sits flush with the countertop for a built-in look,
whereas standard-depth offers over 4 cu.ft. more
space for those needing a larger capacity.

Our freestanding refrigerators are thoughtfully
designed in both form and function with stunning
LED illumination from corner to corner, and a cool
stainless steel back wall.

Smart refrigerators with Home Connect™

Filtered crescent ice

Smart refrigerators with Home Connect™ are
designed to offer peace of mind, customization,
and simplification. For example, should you ever
encounter a problem, the Bosch customer service
team can remotely connect to your refrigerator,
helping you find a solution quickly.

Enjoy bountiful crescent shaped ice, easily accessible
from the exterior ice and water dispenser. Use the
freezer bin (in counter-depth models only), or fill
the full-width freezer drawer for times when you
need extra ice available.

Easy to clean

Garage shelf offers storage flexibility

Keep your kitchen looking beautiful with easy-to-clean
stainless steel. Simply wipe with a damp cloth, or use
a non-abrasive cleaner ‒ stainless steel cleaner is not
necessary.

The garage shelf is equipped on the new standarddepth refrigerators, and allows you to tuck away the
upper right shelf to easily store taller items below.

Freshness technologies to keep your food fresher, longer.

VitaFresh Plus™

MultiAirFlow™

AirFresh® Filter

Balances temperature and offers customizable
humidity, for the optimal environment for
your fruits and vegetables. Two bins allow for
ample storage and organization, each bin with
separate humidity control.

Evenly circulates cool fresh air to maintain
consistent temperatures throughout the
entire fridge cavity, including door bins and
back corners. With no more warm or freezing
spots, foods stay fresher ‒ wherever you
place them.

Absorbs even the toughest food odors,
keeping your refrigerator air fresh. Plus,
the filter is designed to last the life of the
refrigerator, meaning it never needs to be
replaced.

In a rush for Bosch spec sheet? Use BSH “Text4spec”
Text a model number from your cell phone to 21432 and we’ll send you a spec sheet back.
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